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Discussion Board
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Presented by Emily Faulconer
Discipline Chair: Physical & Life Sciences

Agenda
• Purpose
• Setting Clear Expectations
• Ideas for Instructor Engagement & Facilitation

Discussion boards build class community
Online: primary mode for recording class participation
Blended: popular choice for contact hours

Setting expectations allows students to
take responsibility for their learning
Discussion Board Engagement Guidelines
• Participation
• Analysis and Interpretation
• Scholarly Dialogue

Clear due dates
Detailed rubrics
Gradebook feedback and
feedforward
Explain your role and be visible
Model your expectations

Idea 1: Encourage metacognition by
asking reflective questions
Most useful resource for understanding
A new vocabulary word
More confident with … because …
Assess progress towards learning objectives

Idea 2: Probe students’ knowledge
Solicit brainstorm
Request summary of ideas presented
KWL
Challenge conclusions or interpretations

Idea 3: Elicit evaluation and synthesis of
information
Ask for a comparison of themes or ideas
Hypothesize a relationship between ideas, actions, events
Call for a conclusion or action
Call for consensus
Explore assumptions

Idea 4: Extend the Discussion
Probe for additional questions that
could be asked?
Pose a hypothetical change in the
facts or issues
Draw in external sources
Current Events

Idea 5: Elicit bridging of information
To other course content
To content in other courses
To professional life
To personal life

Idea 6: Have fun!

Wrap Up
• Discussion boards build your class community
• Your engagement serves as a model for students
• Your facilitation can support deeper learning

